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Background 

The representative glyph for U+4039 is written as 䀹, i.e. mù 目�radical and ji� 夾�phonetic. However 

the character is also a unification of a very similar character which is written as 䀹, i.e. mù 目�radical 

and sh�n 㚒�phonetic. This latter glyph form is encoded as a compatibility ideograph as U+FAD4, but 
this is irrelevant to the question of disunification. 

We believe that the unification of the two characters 䀹�(ji� phonetic) and 䀹�(sh�n phonetic) is a 
mistake as these are lexically distinct characters in various dictionaries, and according to IRG rules two 
characters should not be unified if any source dictionary treats them as lexically distinct. 

The examples below from modern and traditional dictionaries demonstrate that the two characters are 

treated as distinct characters with separate entries. The character written with the sh�n 㚒�phonetic is 

equivalent to the character sh�n 睒, and means "to blink" or "to twinkle"; whereas the character written 

with the ji� 夾�phonetic is pronounced jié, jiá or zh�. In smaller modern Chinese dictionaries such as 

Xinhua Zidian � � � � �and Xiandai Hanyu Cidian � � � 	 
 � , the character with the ji� 夾�
phonetic (i.e. the representative glyph form of U+4039) does not occur, and only the character with the 

sh�n 㚒�phonetic is found. 

 

Ci Yuan � � �(Shangwu Yinshuguan, compact ed., 1988) p.1202. 
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Kangxi Zidian  � � � �(Zhonghua Shuju, 1958) p.809. 
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Hanyu Dacidian � 	 � 
 � �(Hanyu Dacidian Chubanshe, 1991) vol.7 pp.1221-1222. 

 

Proposed Solution 

From the above examples it is clear that the two characters 䀹�and 䀹�are distinct and need to be 
encoded separately. We do not believe that it is appropriate to represent the latter character using the 
existing compatibility character U+FAD4, as that has a canonical decomposition to U+4039, so we 

propose that the character sh�n 䀹�(mù 目�radical and the sh�n 㚒�phonetic) be encoded as a separate 
character in its own right in a future amendment to ISO/IEC 10646. 
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